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LORENZO VITTURI

Caminantes

It seems that the locations in which
Lorenzo Vitturi (Italy, 1980) lives, or is
otherwise personally connected to, are
important building blocks in the oeuvre
that he has been consistently establishing
since the publication of his distinctive
book Dalston Anatomy (published by SPBH,
2013). Vitturi grew up in Venice, which, in
2019, is no longer a city but a theme park
where the grandeur of the past is being
relentlessly packaged and sold. Today,
Vitturi lives in London in a multicultural
neighbourhood where the advancement of
gentrification persistently threatens its
diversity. Urban changes beyond Western
cities, the blending of cultures and the
movement of people and goods in a globalised world are essential aspects of
Vitturi’s work.
Playing with the combination of
reality and fiction, mixing photography,
sculpture, painting and collage, Vitturi
builds temporary sets in his studio and
specific geographical environments. His
projects focused on cities including Lagos,
London and Venice and selected areas in
Peru; on their colours and shapes and the
communities that inhabit them. The sets,
built either indoors or outdoors, are cap-

tured by the camera. Highlighted by Vitturi
are the temporal and location-specific
effects on his material subjects as he
investigates their many mutations with
his lens.
Vitturi’s most recent project Caminantes (Spanish for walkers) draws inspiration from his family history and explores
the encounters between and merging of
different cultures. In the 1960s, his father,
originally from Venice, crossed the Atlantic to open a Murano glass factory in Peru.
There he met Vitturi’s mother. Drawing
from a series of trips between Peru and
Italy, Vitturi combines selected materials,
which carry stories of local cultures and
encounters, as well as perform the rituals
of travel and shipping. The fusion of
materials allows the viewer to question
their function as cultural markers and to
explore the dynamics of converging cultures, showing that no element can be seen
as pure. Once travelling, he combines the
glass with a wide range of raw materials
(rocks, wood, foam, textiles, shipping
materials) collected along the way — and he
creates series of ephemeral interventions
in the environment. At the end of the trip,
he fuses the glass with Peruvian soil.

Returning to Venice, together with the
materials processed in Peru — as a final act
of transformation — he combines them in
the lagoon and make a series of physical
sculptures where the materials from both
places find their final stage of transformation. They are the result of a series of encounters and changes that take place over
time and across multiple locations.
In Vitturi’s photographs, we see a
cacophony of texture and colour. The
human body — here of Vitturi himself — is
hidden by fabrics, materials and objects. In
this way, it becomes an object and a material in itself. The camera documents the
makeshift sculptures and interventions in
the landscape, and as such, they endure.
The ephemerality of sculptures and landscape interventions mirror the impermanent nature of a rapidly changing
globalised world in which cultures fuse.
Meanwhile, their reintroduction in the
magazine or exhibition space as photographic images allows us to reflect on constant cycles of production, destruction,
and recreation.
— Text by Kim Knoppers
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ALICE QUARESMA

Mental Object

As a medium rooted in chemical reaction,
the magic of photography — of recording ‘reality’ and watching its fixed image
slowly appear on a flat surface — is still felt
today. But despite its initially enchanting
qualities, the mechanical confines of the
medium often pose creative roadblocks
for artists. While a camera can point and
shoot what is directly in front of its lens,
its straight practice doesn’t compare to
the textural possibilities contained within
an unformed slab of stone, or the colourfully surreal potential that awaits a blank
canvas. And yet, as history reveals, whenever the confines imposed by photography
feel heaviest, artists expand its definition
by asking: How can we use photography to
mould the intangible?
Alice Quaresma is deeply interested
in unlocking the expressive potential of
photography. Trained as a painter, she
relished in the boundless possibilities of
shapes, colours, textures and paints. But
in art school, her educational shift to photography felt suffocating. She was always
happy to return to her brushes, where the
opportunities for expression were limitless. But one day, while doing research on
her hometown Rio de Janeiro, she came

across an artist collective from the 1950s
called Grupo Frente, an avant-garde group
that sprung into activity after the country
fell under a dictatorship. At a crucial time
when artists were banned from expressing
themselves, their most enduring contribution was the Neo-Concrete Movement,
shifting the tides of Brazilian art.
The Neoconcretists created paintings, objects and performances using
highly geometric patterns — a discipline
the government couldn’t justify categorising as unlawful — and invited people
to participate in each work, manifesting
their own interpretations. This meant the
focus of each piece was its interaction with
other people, as well as each artist’s own
meditative expression during its creation.
No matter the medium, each work became
an object of play, so that its impact wasn’t
necessarily expressed through visceral colours and familiar references — it was internalised within the people it touched.
Inspired by this participatory practice,
Quaresma returned to her vast archive of
mundane images, realising that the flow
state of the Neoconcretists could be extended to her own photographs. She started isolating each take by intervening with

their surfaces, injecting them with new life
through her own impulsive interferences
— strokes of paint, scraps of fabric, paper
cut-outs and other ephemera — while also
ensuring each work had participatory
potential for her audience. Sitting in front
of each photograph, Quaresma acts intuitively with her brush strokes and additions:
a thin line of blue cuts through a photograph of a palm tree, while other images
are spliced together to form impossible
glitching landscapes and minimalist collages. When we look at a final piece, we can
see the artist’s hand at play, the gestures of
her working process laid bare rather than
erased through the shiny perfection of a
well-lit, expertly developed, dodged and
burned, flat, glossy print. What’s more, in
exhibitions of her work, visitors are welcome to touch the pieces and interact with
them, forming their own relationship to
her projects. Quaresma’s pieces reveal the
hands they have passed through and the
life they have lived, elevating them from
static images to participatory objects full
of life — and full of play.
— Text by Cat Lachowskyj
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